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Disruption of the Head Direction Cell Signal after Occlusion
of the Semicircular Canals in the Freely Moving Chinchilla
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Head direction (HD) cells in the rat anterodorsal thalamic nucleus (ADN) fire relative to the animal’s directional heading. Lesions of the
entire vestibular labyrinth have been shown to severely alter VIIIth nerve input and disrupt these HD signals. To assess the specific
contributions of the semicircular canals without altering tonic VIIIth nerve input, ADN cells were recorded from chinchillas after bilateral
semicircular canal occlusion. Although ADN HD cells (and also hippocampal place cells and theta cells) were identified in intact chin-
chillas, no direction-specific activity was seen after canal occlusions. Instead, “bursty” cells were observed that exhibited burst-firing
patterns similar to normal HD cells but with firing unrelated to the animal’s actual head direction. Importantly, when pairs of bursty cells
were recorded, the temporal order of their firing was dependent on the animal’s turning direction, as is the case for pairs of normal HD
cells. These results suggest that bursty cells are actually disrupted HD cells. The present findings further suggest that the HD cell network
is still able to generate spiking activity after canal occlusions, but the semicircular canal input is critical for updating the network activity
in register with changes in the animal’s HD.

Introduction
Cells in the anterodorsal thalamic nucleus (ADN) of the rat ex-
hibit firing activity related to the animal’s directional heading
independent of its ongoing behavior and spatial location (Taube,
1995, 2007). These cells are referred to as head direction (HD)
cells, and their activity is thought to represent the animal’s per-
ceived orientation in an environment. Although HD cells rely
strongly on input generated by allothetic (external) cues to main-
tain a stable preferred firing direction over time (Taube et al.,
1990a), idiothetic (internal) cues have also been shown to affect
HD cell stability (Knierim et al., 1995, 1998; Taube and Burton,
1995; Blair and Sharp, 1996). For example, HD cells maintain a
stable firing direction over many minutes while the animal loco-
motes through a dark environment, devoid of external cues (Goo-
dridge et al., 1998). This finding suggests that, when required, the
animal is able to use some internal cue(s) to keep track of its
location and orientation over time in a form of navigation known
as “path integration ” (Gallistel, 1990).

One potential source of such internal information is the ves-
tibular system. Multisynaptic connections from the vestibular
nuclei 3 nucleus prepositus/supragenual nuclei 3 dorsal teg-
mental nucleus of Gudden (DTN)3 lateral mammillary nuclei
(LMN)3 ADN may convey information regarding the animal’s
self-motion to the HD cell system (Sharp et al., 2001a; Reti et al.,
2002; Brown et al., 2005; Taube, 2007). Consistent with this view,
both DTN and LMN contain neurons that are modulated by the
animal’s angular head velocity (AHV) (Stackman and Taube,
1998; Bassett and Taube, 2001; Sharp et al., 2001b), and lesions of
DTN or LMN both abolish HD cell activity in the ADN (Blair et
al., 1999; Bassett et al., 2007) and impair navigational perfor-
mance (Vann, 2005; Frohardt et al., 2006). Furthermore, perma-
nent and temporary lesions of the entire vestibular labyrinth
abolish direction-specific firing in rat ADN HD cells (Stackman
and Taube, 1997; Stackman et al., 2002) and location-dependent
firing in hippocampal place cells (Stackman et al., 2002; Russell et
al., 2003a) and disrupt performance on navigation tasks (Ossenkopp
and Hargreaves, 1993; Stackman and Herbert, 2002; Wallace et
al., 2002; Russell et al., 2003b). Chemical labyrinthectomy meth-
ods (Stackman and Taube, 1997; Stackman et al., 2002) affect hair
cells throughout the labyrinth and cause degeneration of the
VIIIth nerve (Anniko and Wersäll, 1976; Chen et al., 1986), which
likely affects the firing patterns of vestibular neurons. As a result,
it is difficult to determine the precise origin of the disruption
within the vestibular system. We recorded from ADN cells in
freely moving chinchillas with bilateral occlusion (or “plugging”)
of their semicircular canals to better assess the contributions of
specific vestibular components to the HD signal without the side
effects that accompany labyrinthectomies. Chinchillas were cho-
sen because of their large, relatively accessible semicircular canals
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compared with rats, and plugging their semicircular canals has
been shown to alter the gain and phase of the vestibulo-ocular
reflex (VOR) and vestibular afferent activity in response to rota-
tions (Gilchrist et al., 2000; Plotnik et al., 2002; Della Santina et
al., 2005a). At the conclusion of neuronal recording, the VOR of
canal-plugged animals was tested to verify canal occlusion.

Portions of these data have been published previously in ab-
stract form at the Society for Neuroscience Annual Meetings
(Muir and Taube, 2002; Muir et al., 2004; Brown et al., 2006).

Materials and Methods
Surgical and single-unit recording procedures
Fifteen male chinchillas (527– 820 g) were anesthetized using isoflurane
and a moveable microdrive containing a bundle of 10 25-�m Formvar-
insulated nichrome wires threaded through a stainless steel cannula was
implanted bilaterally (n � 6) or into the right ADN (n � 9). Because no
chinchilla stereotaxic brain atlas is currently available, coordinates were
determined using slides of 50 �m chinchilla brain slices containing ste-
reotaxic reference points. As a consequence of this method, a range exists
in the final coordinates used for the ADN implants (in mm relative to
bregma with lambda and bregma in the same horizontal plane): antero-
posterior, �1.60 to �1.70; mediolateral, 1.50 to 1.55; dorsoventral, 4.70
to 5.50. Of these 15 animals, four animals served as controls and did not
undergo canal plugging, five animals received bilateral plugging of all
semicircular canals (all canal plugged) either before (n � 1) or after (n �
4) microdrive implantation, and six animals received bilateral plugging
of both horizontal canals only (horizontal canal plugged; n � 3) or all
superior and posterior canals only (superior/posterior canal plugged;
n � 3) after electrode implantation. The microdrive was constructed as
in previous studies (Kubie, 1984) and could move the electrodes in the
dorsoventral plane. Semicircular canals were plugged using a technique
similar to that used previously in chinchilla (Plotnik et al., 2002) and
monkey (Angelaki et al., 1996). Briefly, holes were drilled in the dorsal
and mastoid parts of the bulla to expose the superior, and posterior and
horizontal canals, respectively. The canals were then plugged by drilling a
small hole in the bony labyrinth over the canal and inserting muscle fascia
from around the scalp incision (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). After canal plugging, the bulla
were reconstructed using Grip Cement (Dentsply), and small plastic jars
were cemented around the microdrive to prevent the fine dust used by
chinchillas in their daily dust baths from clogging the microdrive assem-
bly (chinchillas require frequent dust baths to enable them to maintain
effective thermoregulation). All procedures were conducted under an
institutionally approved animal care and use protocol.

After surgical recovery of 1–2 weeks, neural recordings were made in
one of two physically identical recording rooms while animals foraged
for randomly distributed food pellets in a gray cylindrical chamber (76
cm diameter; 71.2 cm height) that contained a prominent white cue card
occupying �100° arc attached to the cylinder wall. The cylinder was
surrounded by a floor-to-ceiling circular black curtain. An overhead
video camera and automated tracking system (Ebtronics) tracked the
animal’s movement by monitoring the position of red and green light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) attached over the animal’s head at 60 Hz. The
LEDs were 10 cm apart and aligned along the animal’s longitudinal axis.
Neural recordings were amplified (20,000�), filtered (300 –10,000 Hz),
and passed through a series of window discriminators, which detected
the occurrence of a spike. Spikes were then either timestamped from the
beginning of the session (in recording room 2) or were passed through a
spike counter, which recorded the number of spikes that occurred during
each video frame (1⁄60 s) (in recording room 1).

When a cell of interest was identified, it was first recorded for 8 min in
the cylinder (“standard 1”). Then the animal was removed from the
cylinder and placed in an opaque box with a lid. The cue card was rotated
either 90° clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW), and the animal
was returned to the apparatus after undergoing a short disorientation
period that involved slowly rotating and translating the box. Cells were re-
corded again for 8 min (“rotation session”). This session was followed by a
second standard session (“standard 2”) in which the cue card was returned to

its original position. Similar procedures were used between the rotation and
standard 2 sessions in that the animal was removed from the apparatus and
disoriented before being returned to it for the next session. The floor paper
was changed between all sessions.

Data analyses
Before canal plugging, neurons that exhibited firing clearly related to the
animal’s head direction (HD cells), location (place cells), or to its movement
velocity (theta cells) were initially selected for recording. These cells were
subsequently characterized and their firing properties quantified using anal-
yses specific to the cell type. In addition, several cells with no discernable
behavioral correlate or spiking pattern were recorded for comparative pur-
poses. For all analyses, means are reported along with SEM.

HD cells
Using the x,y coordinates of the LEDs, the animal’s HD was sorted into 60
6° bins and then correlated with cell activity. Two types of plots were
constructed: (1) firing rate versus HD and (2) number of spikes and HD
versus time. For the latter plot, we determined the number of spikes and
mean HD for every 10 consecutive samples (166.67 ms).

From the HD/# of spikes versus time plot, we computed the following
parameters:

Maximum firing rate. This is the maximum firing rate (spikes per
second) of the cell, regardless of HD, based on the 166.67 ms sample with
the highest firing rate in the session.

Mean firing rate. Mean firing rate is the average firing rate of the cell
over the entire recording session.

From the firing rate versus HD plot, we computed the following
parameters:

Peak firing rate. This includes the firing rate � HD bin with the highest
firing rate.

Preferred firing direction. A triangular function was used to approxi-
mate the HD at which the highest firing rate occurred to avoid deviations
caused by small fluctuations in the raw firing rate � HD function (Taube
et al., 1990b).

Directional firing range. Directional firing range is defined as the width of
the base of the best-fit triangular function for the firing rate � HD tuning curve.

Background firing rate. This is the average firing rate of all bins that
were �18° away from the directional firing range of the cell.

Information content. Directional information content is a measure of
how much HD information (in bits) is conveyed by a single spike and was
calculated by the following formula: directional information content �
�pi (�i/�) log2 (�i/�), where pi is the probability that the head pointed in
the ith directional bin, �i is the mean firing rate for bin i, and � is the
mean firing rate across all directional bins (Skaggs et al., 1993).

Mean vector length. Mean vector length (Rayleigh’s r) is a measure of
the non-uniformity (or directionality) of the HD � firing rate function
and can vary between 0 (a uniform distribution) and 1 (a non-uniform
distribution) (Zar, 1999). Based on previous data (Yoder and Taube,
2009) and subjective assessment of the firing rate � HD plots, a criterion
of r � 0.40 was determined to represent a significantly directionally
modulated cell. Mean vector length can also be used in the Rayleigh’s test
to determine the extent of uniformity in the distribution of firing rate
bins. The angular deviation of the vector (s; the circular analog of linear
SD) was also calculated, ranging from 0° (no dispersion of values) to
�81° (maximally dispersed values).

Anticipatory time interval. For anticipatory time interval (ATI), when
firing rate versus HD tuning curves are constructed based on CW and CCW
directions, the two curves are slightly offset from each other. This shift rep-
resents the fact that normal HD cells in the rat ADN are slightly anticipatory
by�25 ms (Blair et al., 1997; Taube and Muller, 1998) and fire just before the
animal’s head reaches the preferred firing direction of the cell. This time shift
was calculated using the ATI calculation method by Blair et al. (1997).

Preferred firing direction shift. The shift in the preferred firing direction
was measured (in degrees) between the following sessions: standard 1 to
rotation, rotation to standard 2, and standard 1 to standard 2. During the
rotation session after standard 1, the cue card was rotated 90° CCW or
CW after the animal was removed from the cylinder. The animal was
then returned to the cylinder after a 1 min period of slow spinning in a
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covered, opaque box. At the conclusion of the rotation session, the ani-
mal was placed back in the opaque box, the cue card was returned to its
original location, and the animal was reintroduced to the cylinder for a
third session (standard 2). The ATI and preferred firing direction shift
analyses were based on the preferred firing direction of the cell and could
therefore only be conducted on cells determined to be significantly di-
rectional (i.e., Rayleigh’s r � 0.40).

Burst analyses were conducted using two methods because of the
different spike acquisition systems used in the two recording rooms.
For all recording sessions, the following analyses defined a “burst” as
a minimum of three consecutive 166.67 ms samples containing firing.
The first analysis was HD at peak of the burst (Rayleigh’s r). The HD
at the peak of each burst (i.e., the 166.67 ms sample with the highest
firing rate in the burst) (Fig. 1A) in the session was plotted and the vector
length calculated for the distribution. The second analysis was HD at first
spike of burst (Rayleigh’s r). The HD at the first spike of each burst (i.e., the
sample containing the first spike of the burst) (Fig. 1B) in the session was
plotted and the vector length calculated for the distribution.

Burst index. The burst index is the proportion of time during which
a cell fired high-frequency bursts or was inactive, relative to the time

during which action potentials occurred at a relatively constant rate
(Yoder and Taube, 2009). The burst index was defined as follows:

burst index �
(# of bins � 1.75 FR�) � �# of bins � 0.25 FR�	

# of bins Total
,

where FR represents the mean firing rate over the entire session, and
binsTotal represents the total number of bins during the session. Burst
index values can range between 0 and 1, with a value of 0 indicating a
firing rate that remains near the mean rate for the entire session and a
value of 1.0 indicating that the cell is bursty and either remains silent or
fires near its maximal rate for the entire session.

Additional spike timing analyses were conducted only for timestamped
unit data attributable to their superior temporal resolution. For these
analyses, a burst episode was defined as (1) beginning when the inter-
spike interval (ISI) for a pair of spikes was �200 ms and continuing until
a pair of spikes with an ISI �200 ms was encountered and (2) containing
a minimum of 10 spikes. From these burst episodes, we then determined
the percentage of spikes in a session that occurred during bursts, the
percentage of samples that contained bursts, and the mean number of
bursts in a session. For burst episodes, we further compared the variabil-
ity in the ISIs to the ISI variability of HD cells when the animal’s head was
pointing within 
6° of the preferred firing direction of the cell. Variabil-
ity in the ISI was defined as the SD of the ISI divided by the mean ISI and
is referred to as the coefficient of variation (�).

We also determined the animal’s AHV for each sample. For calculating
AHV, HD values were used to construct an HD versus time function
that was smoothed using the following function: n � (nt � 2 � nt � 1 �
n � n t � 1 � n t � 2)/5. The first derivative (angular velocity) for each time
sample was calculated by defining an episode of five time points centered
on that sample and then determining the slope of the best-fit line through
those five points. For each cell, firing rate was plotted as a function of
AHV using 6°/s bin intervals. For each 6°/s AHV bin, we calculated values
for mean velocity and mean firing rate (number of spikes divided by the
number of time samples in each bin). We then plotted a firing rate by
AHV scattergram for each recording session. From the AHV versus time
plot for each cell, we also determined the correlations (Pearson’s r) be-
tween burst duration and mean absolute AHV of the burst (Fig. 1C) and
between mean firing rate per burst and mean absolute AHV of the burst
using the burst criteria for timestamped data described above.

In addition, the animals’ movement behavior was examined by calcu-
lating its total cumulative distance (centimeters) and average movement
velocity (centimeters per second) over the session.

For simultaneously recorded cells, a number of additional analyses
were performed to test whether pairs of cells showed a consistent rela-
tionship between firing times and the animal’s movement velocity. First,
we determined the time within the burst at which the maximal firing rate
occurred (burst peak time) for those bursts in pairs in which the animal
was turning continuously in one direction or was stationary during both
cell bursts. Although these movement criteria excluded a number of
bursts from these burst pair analyses (for example, the first burst in Fig.
4b would be excluded from analysis), it was considered necessary because
of the complexity introduced if the animal changed direction during the
burst pair period. From these burst peak times, two different measures
were calculated because it was possible for them to be independent (es-
pecially under canal-plugged conditions). First, when a burst occurred in
one cell that was followed by a burst in the second cell, we calculated the
time difference between burst peak times across the two cells (mean peak
difference) to determine whether the burst peak time difference was
related to the movement velocity of the animal. Correlations were then
conducted between the mean peak difference times and the mean abso-
lute AHVs at the peak of the bursts (Fig. 1 D). Second, the difference in
time between the two closest video samples containing the first spike of a
burst across cells was also calculated to determine whether it was corre-
lated with the mean absolute AHV (Fig. 1 E).

Finally, for pairs of cells recorded simultaneously, we calculated a
directionality index in which we determined the consistency in which
one cell initiated a burst before the second cell for each turn direction
(Fig. 1 F). For this calculation, we first compared the order of cell firing as

Figure 1. Schematic of several analyses conducted within and between cells for HD cells and
bursty cells. Note the representation depicted is of two hypothetical HD cells. A, HD at the peak
of the burst. For both of these cells, A is consistent, meaning that the cell is always at its peak
firing rate whenever the animal’s head is at a specific orientation (i.e., the preferred firing
direction of the cell), shown here as a dotted line for Cell 1 and a dashed line for Cell 2. B, HD at
the first spike of the burst is also very consistent for both cells as the directional range of the cells
(typically �90°) is constant throughout the session. This HD at the first spike will differ slightly,
however, depending on the direction that the animal is turning as it enters the directional firing
range of the cell but will average to approximate the preferred firing direction of the cell over
repeated episodes. C, Burst duration as a function of AHV. Cell 1 continues to fire for as long as
the animal keeps its head oriented in the preferred firing direction of the cell. Therefore, if the
animal is moving very slowly through the preferred firing direction of the cell, the burst duration
will be long, whereas burst duration would be short for fast movements. This should result in a
negative correlation between AHV and burst duration in normal HD cells. D, For simultaneously
recorded cells, the difference in the peak times of bursts was examined with respect to AHV. E,
Simultaneously recorded cells also were examined for a correlation between AHV and the dif-
ference between times for the first spike of the burst. For both D and E, a negative correlation is
evident: the faster the AHV, the shorter the difference in peak times and first spike times
between the two bursts. F, A directionality index was generated by examining the consistency
with which the order of firing of the two cells was determined by the animal’s direction of
movement. For example, in the figure, a CCW turn consistently results in Cell 1 firing before Cell
2, and Cell 1 fires after Cell 2 during CW turns. The Directionality index could range from 1, in
which all instances of paired bursts while the animal was moving continuously in one direction
showed the same order of firing during the session, to 0.5, in which the firing order of the cells
was unrelated to the direction of movement.
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a function of turn direction (CW vs CCW) for all instances of burst pair
firing in which the animal was turning continuously in one direction
during both bursts. Second, using the most frequently occurring rela-
tionship (e.g., cell 1 fired before cell 2 for CW turns and cell 2 fired before
cell 1 for CCW turns), we defined the directionality index as (NCW �
NCCW)/T, where, in this example, NCW is the number of times that cell 1
fired before cell 2 for CW turns, NCCW is the number of times that cell 2
fired before cell 1 for CCW turns, and T is the total number of burst
episodes. For example, if the two cells had four burst pairs in which cell 1
fired before cell 2 when the animal was turning CW, three burst pairs in
which cell 2 fired before cell 1 when the animal turned CCW, two burst
pairs in which cell 1 fired before cell 2 when the animal turned CCW, and
one burst pair in which cell 2 fired before cell 1 when the animal turned
CW, then NCW � 4 and NCCW � 3 (i.e., the numbers of burst pairs from
the most frequently occurring burst pair relationship), T � 10, and the
directionality index � 7/10 � 0.7. Thus, the directionality index could
range from 0.5, in which the firing order of the cell pair was unrelated to
turn direction, to 1.0, in which all burst pairs during the session fired in
an order consistent with the animal’s turn direction.

Place cells
Place cells were analyzed (as in the study by Calton et al., 2003) for place
field size, mean overall firing rate, mean infield firing rate, maximum
infield firing rate, mean background firing rate, spatial coherence, spatial
information content, sparsity, and directional information content. The
size of the place field was calculated as the percentage of the total cylinder
area that was occupied by the place field. The mean overall firing rate was
determined by dividing the number of spikes that occurred over the
entire session by the duration of the session. Mean infield and outfield
firing rates were defined as the mean firing rates for all pixels within
(infield) and outside (outfield) the place field. The maximum infield
firing rate was the maximum firing rate of all the pixels within the place
field of the cell. Spatial coherence is a measure of the smoothness of firing
rate contours. It was calculated using the method of Kubie et al. (1990),
which correlates the firing rate of individual pixels with immediately
neighboring pixels. Sparsity is a measure of how compact the firing field
is, calculated according to the methods described by Jung et al. (1994).
The more confined the firing field of the place cell, the lower the sparsity
measure. Spatial information content and directional information content
describe how much information is contained within each single spike dis-
charge regarding the spatial position and HD of the animal, respectively.
These two information content measures were calculated using the methods
described by Skaggs et al. (1993). Cue-rotation sessions (see procedure above
in HD cells section) were also conducted for a number of place cells.

Theta cells
Theta cells were subjectively classified as either phasic (phasic�, phasic, or
phasic�) or tonic (Colom and Bland, 1987) according to the degree of theta
frequency modulation exhibited in an autocorrelogram (high, medium, and
low, respectively). Tonic theta cells showed a firing rate related to movement
velocity, but the autocorrelogram showed no evidence of rhythmic firing.
The mean firing rate, spatial coherence, spatial information content, and
mean absolute linear head velocity � firing rate correlation (Pearson’s r)
were calculated for theta cells, similar to the procedures used for HD cells.

VOR testing
On completion of recording, canal-plugged animals were sent to Johns
Hopkins University where the efficacy of canal plugging was assessed by
recording VOR eye movements (using a scleral search coil technique or
video-oculography) (Migliaccio et al., 2005) in response to sinusoidal
whole-body rotations at frequencies between 1 and 5 Hz (
50 and
100°/s) in the horizontal canal plane for all animals. Additional VOR
testing was also conducted in the plane of the posterior and superior
canals in horizontal and superior/posterior canal-plugged animals. Some
canal-plugged animals were further tested on transient head rotations (head
impulse test) in the planes of all three sets of canals at 3000°/s2 for 50 ms to a
150°/s plateau, with a recording window from 10 to 30 ms. From this test, the
ratio of eye acceleration to head acceleration during an analysis window from
10 to 30 ms after stimulus onset (Gainacc) and the ratio of eye velocity to head
velocity during the velocity plateau (Gainvel) were obtained.

Histology
After VOR testing, animals were anesthetized, and small marker lesions
were made by passing current (15 �A for 20 s) through a maximum of
two electrode wires. Animals were subsequently perfused, and the brains
were returned to Dartmouth College for sectioning (40 �m coronal
slices), staining (thionin), and microscopic examination to verify the
electrode location.

Results
Histology
Electrode tracks passing through the ADN were identified in 13 of
the 15 chinchillas (Fig. 2). All cells from these animals, both be-
fore and after plugging included in the analyses described below,
were determined to have been recorded from the ADN. Electrode
tracks in the remaining two animals passed through the dorsal
hippocampus, but did not enter the ADN.

HD cells recorded from chinchillas before plugging
Twenty-five ADN HD cells were recorded from 12 chinchillas:
two control and 10 others that later underwent canal plugging.

Figure 2. Photomicrograph depicting a representative electrode track (passing between the
arrows) through the right ADN in a thionin-stained coronal section from a canal-plugged chin-
chilla. AVN, Anterior ventral thalamic nuclei; sm, stria medullaris; vhc, ventral hippocampal
commissure. Scale bar, 500 �m.

Figure 3. Representative example of a chinchilla HD cell firing in the cylinder over three 8
min sessions that included a 90° CCW rotation of the cue card (rotation) conducted in between
two baseline control sessions (standard 1 and standard 2, respectively). Rotation of the cue card
by 90° resulted in a corresponding shift of the preferred firing direction of the HD cell. Note that
the shape and range of the firing rate versus HD function is indistinguishable from that of HD
cells recorded from the rat ADN.
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All recorded HD cells exhibited firing that was correlated with the
animal’s HD in the environment (Figs. 3, 4a, right) (supplemen-
tal Video 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental ma-
terial) and that was consistent throughout the recording session
(Fig. 4a, left). The firing properties of these cells are depicted in
Table 1 and were generally similar to those of ADN HD cells
recorded previously from rats (Taube, 1995; Taube and Muller,
1998) (supplemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as

supplemental material). The firing rate �
HD functions during the standard 1 ses-
sion demonstrated clear directionality in
all 25 HD cells (Rayleigh’s r � 0.40 for all
HD cells) (supplemental Fig. 2, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). Plots of HD cell tuning curves
based on CW versus CCW head turns re-
vealed differences in the preferred firing
directions that were strikingly larger than
those reported for ADN HD cells in rats
[�25 ms (Blair et al., 1997; Taube and
Muller, 1998] using the ATI calculation
algorithms of Blair et al. (mean 
 SEM,
106.70 
 16.72 ms; t(56) � 6.09; p �
0.0001) (for a frequency distribution of all
HD cell ATIs, supplemental Fig. 3, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental ma-
terial). HD cells also showed a consistent re-
lationship between the animal’s HD at the
peak of a burst (Rayleigh’s r � 0.85 
 0.02;
p�0.05 for 23 of 25 HD cells) and HD at the
first spike of a burst (Rayleigh’s r � 0.73 

0.03; p � 0.05 for 22 of 25 HD cells).

Cue rotation sessions conducted on 16
HD cells showed that the preferred firing di-
rection of the cell shifted a similar amount as
rotation of the cue card (Fig. 3). The mean
shift of the preferred direction after the 90°
card rotation was 94.8 
 1.5° (standard 1 to
cue rotation) and 90.8 
 2.1° on return of
the cue card to its original position (cue ro-
tation to standard 2). The mean shift in the
preferred direction between the two stan-
dard sessions across all cells was 6.36
1.14°
and is similar to the value observed in rats
(4.71 
 1.80°) (Taube, 1995).

VOR results after canal plugging and
evidence of vestibular dysfunction
All canal-plugged animals tested for eye
movements in response to sinusoidal hor-
izontal, whole-body rotations had greatly
attenuated VORs (e.g., mean 
 SEM hor-
izontal VOR gain from n � 4 chinchillas: 1
Hz at velocity 50°/s, 0.11 
 0.03; 1 Hz at
100°/s, 0.08 
 0.01; 5 Hz at 50°/s, 0.19 

0.03; 5 Hz at 100°/s, 0.18 
 0.03) (Table 2)
compared with normal chinchillas, in
which gains are normally in the range of
0.4 – 0.6 at 2 and 5 Hz (Migliaccio et al.,
2007). Also consistent with the altered dy-
namics of canal plugging (Lasker et al.,
1999), VOR gains were significantly more
attenuated at lower (1 Hz) than higher (5

Hz) frequencies across all velocities (t(32) � �2.41; p � 0.02). In
addition, VOR phase was extensively disrupted (Table 2), and
significant deficits were observed in VOR gain during transient
head rotations (n � 3 chinchillas). For example, during horizon-
tal rotations, mean Gainacc � 0.08 
 0.06, where Gainacc is �1.00
in normal chinchillas (Della Santina et al., 2005b). However, the
VOR gain in horizontal and superior/posterior canal-plugged
animals that were tested for sinusoidal and transient rotations

Figure 4. Left column, Firing of normal HD and bursty cells over time (red histogram) relative to the animal’s HD (black line) for
portions of the 8 min recording sessions. Right column, Corresponding firing rate versus HD functions for the cell shown at left
based on the entire 8 min recording session. a, HD cell from a control chinchilla. Left, The dotted line represents the preferred firing
direction of the cell at �270°, and this cell consistently fired at a high rate whenever the animal’s head pointed at 270° (i.e., when
the dotted line intersects the HD plot). Note that the shape of each burst is approximately Gaussian as the animal’s head passes into,
and then out of, the preferred firing direction of the cell. Right, The firing rate versus HD plot for the control chinchilla shows a clear,
single-peaked function at �270° that matches the preferred firing direction in the plot at left. b– d, Bursty cells from canal-
plugged chinchillas. b, Left, The bursty cell also fired in bursts similar to an HD cell in a control animal. However, there was no
consistent relationship between the animal’s HD and the occurrence of bursts. This absence of a relationship is evident in the
irregular firing rate of the bursty cell versus HD function (right). Note also that the duration of each burst appears negatively
correlated with the animal’s movement velocity during the burst. c, Left, This plot shows two simultaneously recorded bursty cells
(cell 1, red; cell 2, blue). As in b, the duration of the burst was related to the velocity of the animal’s head movement for both cells
shown. In addition, the order of firing for the two cells was dependent on the direction of movement (i.e., CW vs CCW; also see Fig.
3), in which the animal was making almost exclusively CW movements during the periods of rapid rotation shown. These periods
of rapid rotation were a consequence of canal plugging. Right, Firing rate versus HD plot for cell 2 at left. d, Left, Two simultaneously
recorded bursty cells (cell 1, red; cell 2, blue). During periods when the animal was stationary, a temporal sequence of firing could
still be observed for the pair of cells, with both cells slowly increasing their firing rate as if the animal was slowly passing through
the preferred firing directions of the cells. The unusually long burst durations are related to the animal’s slow movement velocity.
Right, Firing rate versus HD plot for cell 1 at left. e, Left, Firing of a representative cell with no discernable behavioral correlate. Note
that the firing pattern differs significantly from that of HD cells (a) and bursty cells in canal-occluded animals (b– d). Right, Firing
rate versus HD plot for the cell with a nondiscernible correlate at left.
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demonstrated significant hypofunction in all canals, including
intact canals. Indeed, the VOR deficit for animals with all canals
plugged was similar in magnitude compared with VOR data from
the horizontal and superior/posterior canal-plugged animals
(e.g., horizontal VOR gain during �1 Hz, 100°/s: all canals,
0.01 
 0.003; horizontal only, 0.05 
 0.01; superior/posterior
canals, 0.19 
 0.03). Thus, VOR deficits were not confined to the
planes corresponding to the canals that were plugged, a result
most likely attributable to collateral damage that occurred when
one or both of the canals were plugged. Consequently, all post-
canal-plugging results from animals whose canals were plugged
were grouped together as “canal-plugged animals.” The effective-
ness of our canal-plugging procedures was further demonstrated
by VOR data obtained from five additional canal-plugged chin-
chillas, each of which showed significantly attenuated or negligi-

ble VOR gains. Because histology showed, however, that the
electrodes had missed the ADN in these animals and that neither
HD cells nor bursty cells were recorded from them, their data are
not included here.

In addition, all of the canal-plugged animals demonstrated
clear, persistent behavioral evidence of vestibular compromise.
For example, during the recovery period immediately after canal
plugging, animals were only able to roll from side to side. After 1
week, they were able to locomote independently but continued to
exhibit an impaired righting reflex [i.e., while held by the tail the
animal would attempt to curl upward rather than adopting a
normal, abducted (splayed out) stance of the limbs] and some atyp-
ical movement behaviors (e.g., episodes of fast, tight circling) that are
characteristic of bilateral vestibular dysfunction. These behaviors
continued through the time of VOR testing, which typically oc-
curred at least 3 months after canal plugging and usually 6–12
months after cell recording commenced (Gilchrist et al., 2000).

Bursty cells recorded from chinchillas after canal plugging
No HD cells were recorded in any animal after bilateral plugging
of the semicircular canals. In contrast, 47 cells recorded in the
ADN from seven of the nine chinchillas after plugging (three all
canal plugged, three horizontal canal plugged, one superior/pos-
terior canal plugged) exhibited burst firing patterns similar to
that of a normal HD cell when the animal passes through the
preferred firing direction of the cell: importantly, this activity was
not related to the animal’s HD. These cells were termed bursty
cells (for numbers of HD cells and bursty cells recorded from
each animal, see Table 3). Although bursty cells fired bursts in

Table 1. Comparison of firing properties of HD and bursty cells in the chinchilla ADN
(mean � SEM)

HD cells
(n � 25)

Bursty cells
(n � 47)

t test
(two-tailed)

Mean firing rate (spikes/s) 4.20 
 0.66 5.34 
 0.57 NS
Maximum firing rate (spikes/s) 96.00 
 9.34 82.21 
 5.43 NS
Peak firing rate in the HD versus firing

rate function (spikes/s)
37.88 
 4.52 15.50 
 1.46 p � 0.001

Mean vector length (r) 0.841 
 0.024 0.159 
 0.014 p � 0.001
Information content (bits) 1.822 
 0.169 0.371 
 0.037 p � 0.001
HD at burst peak (r) 0.847 
 0.025 0.193 
 0.020 p � 0.001
HD at first spike of burst (r) 0.727 
 0.033 0.190 
 0.017 p � 0.001

(n � 10a) (n � 42a)

Mean absolute AHV/burst �
firing rate (r)

0.365 � 0.107 0.384 � 0.043 NS

Mean absolute AHV/burst �
burst duration (r)

�0.253 � 0.074 �0.159 � 0.040 NS

Mean burst duration (ms) 1276.78 � 128.46 1799.40 � 147.13 p < 0.05
Coefficient of variation (�) 0.855 � 0.046 0.798 � 0.019 NS
% of spikes occurring during bursts 61.74 � 5.87 72.38 � 2.54 NS
% of samples containing bursts 9.90 � 1.52 12.78 � 1.66 NS
Mean number of bursts in a session 36.00 � 3.46 33.36 � 2.72 NS
a Bold indicates only timestamped unit data analyzed (see Materials and Methods). NS, Not significant ( p � 0.05).

Table 2. VOR gain data (mean � SEM) from canal-plugged chinchillas

Freq (Hz)

Velocity (°/s) 1 2 5

Sinusoidal: horizontal (yaw) 50 0.11 
 0.03 0.23 
 0.05 0.19 
 0.03
(n � 4)a 100 0.08 
 0.01 0.19 
 0.03 0.18 
 0.03
Sinusoidal: LARP

(left anterior/right posterior)
50 0.10 
 0.01 0.12 
 0.01 0.09 
 0.02

(n � 2) 100 0.15 
 0.02 0.14 
 0.01 0.20 
 0.02
Sinusoidal: RALP

(right anterior/left posterior)
50 0.21 
 0.03 0.23 
 0.03 0.25 
 0.05

(n � 2) 100 0.26 
 0.02 0.27 
 0.03 0.24 
 0.02

Gainacc Gainvel

Impulse test: 3K150b Yaw 0.08 
 0.06 �0.01 
 0.14
(n � 3) LARP 0.06 
 0.04 �0.05 
 0.10

RALP 0.19 
 0.10 0.06 
 0.20

LARP, Left anterior/right posterior; RALP, right anterior/left posterior.
aVOR data were obtained from five additional canal-plugged chinchillas, each of which showed significantly atten-
uated or negligible VOR gains during horizontal, sinusoidal rotations in addition to exhibiting atypical behaviors
indicative of vestibular dysfunction. Because histology showed, however, that the electrodes had missed the ADN in
those animals and because neither HD cells nor bursty cells were recorded from any of them, their data are not
included here.
b3K150, 3000°/s2 for 50 ms to a 150°/s plateau.

Table 3. Number of HD cells and bursty cells recorded from the ADN of each animal
in which HD cells or bursty cells were recorded

Animal Total # ADN cells # HD cells # bursty cells

Control
GMC1 11 8 0
GMC8 7 3 0

Pre-canal plugging
M30 2 2 0
M31 1 1 0
M33 4 3 0
M34 1 1 0
JB.c0.13 1 1 0
JB.c0.16 1 1 0
JB.c0.17 2 2 0
JB.c0.19 1 1 0
JB.c0.20 1 1 0
JB.c0.21 1 1 0

Post-canal plugging
M24 a*‡ 18 0 16
M30 a 14 0 14
M31 a 5 0 4
M33 a† 0
M34 a 5 0 0
JB.c0.13 h 16 0 1
JB.c0.16 h* 24 0 2
JB.c0.17 s/p† 0
JB.c0.19 s/p 10 0 5
JB.c0.20 s/p* 10 0 0
JB.c0.21 h* 10 0 5

Animals received bilateral plugging of the following: a, all semicircular canals; h, horizontal canals only; s/p, superior
and posterior canals only.

*Animals in which VOR data were obtained.
†Animal died immediately after canal-plugging surgery.
‡Canals were plugged in animal M24 before electrode implantation so no pre-canal plugging data were obtained in
that animal.
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which the spikes were usually distributed in a Gaussian shape
around one particular direction for each burst (much like spikes
from a normal HD cell observed when the animal turns its head
through the preferred firing direction of the cell), this firing di-
rection did not remain constant throughout the session (Fig.
4b– d, left). This absence of consistent directionality in bursty
cells resulted in irregular, randomly distributed discharge in the
firing rate � HD functions (Fig. 4b– d, right) [mean vector
length, Rayleigh’s r � 0.16 
 0.01; r � 0.40 for 46 of 47 bursty
cells; angular deviation (s), 79.67 
 0.81°; information content,
0.371 
 0.037 bits] (Table 1). These functions stand in strong
contrast to the narrow, single-peaked functions of HD cells (Figs.
3, 4a, right). Although one cell recorded from a canal-plugged
chinchilla appeared to be weakly directional in the standard ses-
sion (r � 0.512), the Rayleigh value of the cell was below the
threshold to be considered directional (r � 0.40) in a second
standard session recorded from the same cell (r � 0.371). In
addition, although the cell fired bursts like a normal HD cell
throughout both sessions, the cell frequently failed to fire during
rotations of the animal’s head through the putative preferred
firing direction of the cell. Examination of its firing pattern with
respect to time was clearly similar to that of other bursty cells. The
cell was therefore considered a bursty cell rather than an HD cell
for all subsequent analyses. Importantly, no bursty cells were
recorded in canal-plugged chinchillas in which histology demon-
strated that the electrode track had missed the ADN, and no
bursty cells were identified in control animals.

Bursty cells exhibited other firing properties similar to HD
cells in control animals (Table 1), although they exhibited no
stable preferred firing direction. For example, both firing rate and
burst duration were equally modulated by angular head velocity
in HD cells and bursty cells (Table 1). Consistent with a gain
reduction in the vestibular velocity signal, the mean burst dura-
tion was significantly longer in bursty cells than HD cells (Table
1). Furthermore, when the ISIs were analyzed for burst episodes
and compared with ISIs of HD cells from control animals when
they were within 
6° of the preferred firing directions of the
cells, the coefficient of variation was similar between the two
groups (mean � for HD cells, 0.855 
 0.046; mean � for bursty
cells, 0.798 
 0.019; t(50) � 1.29, NS), again suggesting that the
two groups had similar firing patterns. In contrast to HD cells,
however, analyses for bursty cells demonstrated that HD at the
peak of a burst (Rayleigh’s r � 0.193 
 0.020; p � 0.05 for 45
of 47 bursty cells) and HD at the first spike of a burst (Ray-
leigh’s r � 0.190 
 0.017; p � 0.05 for 43 of 47 bursty cells)
were randomly distributed around 360° during a session.
Therefore, burst firing in bursty cells did not appear to be
initiated, nor did it reach its peak firing rate, at a consistently
stable HD during a session, as would be expected if bursty cells
were not directionally modulated.

Bursty cells also fired bursts in markedly different patterns
than bursts seen in 15 cells recorded before plugging that had no
discernible behavioral correlates. Consistent with burst index
values reported by Yoder and Taube (2009), all HD and bursty
cells had burst index values �0.4 (Fig. 5, dashed line) and had
distributions that overlapped considerably. Burst index values for
cells with nondiscernible correlates (mean burst index, 0.404 

0.088) were significantly lower than for HD cells (mean burst
index, 0.794 
 0.028; t(17) � 4.34; p � 0.0004) and bursty cells
(mean burst index, 0.764 
 0.011; t(16) � 4.34; p � 0.001),
whereas there was no difference in burst index scores between
HD cells and bursty cells (t(70) � 1.10; NS). Furthermore, bursty
cells showed significantly fewer bursts (t(15) � �4.23; p � 0.0007)

and a significantly lower percentage of samples that contained
bursts (t(15) � �2.43; p � 0.03) than cells with nondiscernible
correlates. Although a small number of cells with nondiscernible
correlates had high burst index values (Fig. 5), subjective exami-
nation of the firing rate � HD � time plots demonstrated that
these cells appeared to fire in a burst mode that had more fre-
quent, short-duration bursts than bursty cells, a firing pattern
clearly dissimilar to what we observed in canal-occluded animals
(forexamples, seesupplementalFig.4,availableatwww.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material). In addition, cells with nondiscern-
ible correlates showed a significantly weaker relationship between
angular head velocity and burst duration (r � 0.05) than bursty cells
(t(55) � 2.40; p � 0.008). These clear differences in firing properties
suggest that bursty cells were not being inadvertently misclassified as
cells with nondiscernible correlates.

There were 19 occasions in two chinchillas when pairs of
bursty cells were recorded simultaneously. During these periods
while the animal was turning in one direction, the temporal order
in which the pair of cells fired bursts was strongly dependent on
the direction of rotation (mean directionality index, 0.831 

0.059)(Fig.6a)(supplementalVideo2,availableatwww.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material). This rotation directionality was
significantly greater than predicted by chance (i.e., 0.5; t(18) �
5.61; p � 0.0001). Results also demonstrated that the first spikes
(Pearson’s r � �0.562 
 0.107; t(18) � �5.25; p � 0.001) and
burst peak times (Pearson’s r � �0.539 
 0.108; t(18) � �4.99;
p � 0.001) across the two bursty cells were directly proportional,
with both measures occurring closer together in time with in-
creasing AHV. It is noteworthy that these relationships were also
significant for the 11 pairs of normal HD cells recorded from
three animals (mean directionality index, 1.00 
 0.00, t(10) �
549, p � 0.0001; AHV � first spikes, Pearson’s r � �0.512 

0.096, t(10) � �5.54, p � 0.001; AHV � peak times, Pearson’s
r � �0.749 
 0.047, t(10) � �15.95, p � 0.0001). The direction-
ality index scores for pairs of bursty cells, however, was signifi-
cantly less reliable than for pairs of HD cells (t(18) � 2.85; p � 0.01)
(Fig. 6b), whereas no differences were present for AHV � first
spike time (t(28) � 0.31; p � 0.76) and AHV � burst peak time
(t(24) � �1.79; p � 0.09) across pairs of HD and bursty cells.

VOR results and bursty cells
All animals tested for eye movements in response to horizontal,
whole-body rotations after canal plugging showed greatly atten-

Figure 5. Distribution of burst index values for HD cells (gray bars), bursty cells (white bars),
and cells with nondiscernible correlates (black bars). All HD and bursty cells had burst index
values �0.4 (dashed line) and had distributions that overlapped considerably. In contrast, the
majority of cells with nondiscernible correlates had very low burst index scores, and those that
showed high values still exhibited qualitatively different firing patterns than HD or bursty cells
(see Results) (supplemental Fig. 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
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uated or no VOR. Because of technical problems, VOR data were
obtained from only three chinchillas that displayed bursty cells.
However, it would be reasonable to conclude that the canals were
also effectively occluded in the remaining animals given (1) the
reliable success of canal plugging in additional animals in which
the VOR was tested but the electrodes had missed the ADN, and
(2) the clear, persistent behavioral signs of vestibular compro-
mise exhibited in the four other animals possessing bursty cells
(e.g., periods of fast, sustained unidirectional rotation and failure
to adopt a stance with outspread limbs when placed into the
cylinder by the tail).

Place and theta cells before and after plugging
Although not the primary aim of the study, electrodes passed
through the hippocampus in some control and canal-plugged
animals in which we missed the targeted ADN. This occurrence
provided an opportunity to record from both place and theta cells
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Ranck, 1973).

Eleven place cells were recorded from two chinchillas without
canal plugging. All place cells were recorded from the dorsal hip-
pocampus, although the exact location within the hippocampus
could not be conclusively determined based on histology. As with
HD cells, place cell firing properties were similar to those typically
seen in the rat dorsal hippocampus [e.g., place field size (percent-
age of total visited area), 11.83 
 1.5; spatial coherence, 0.621 

0.044; spatial information content, 1.949 
 0.165 bits; sparsity,
0.161 
 0.015] (for additional place cell properties and compar-
ison with rat place cells, see supplemental Table 2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Additional data
from four place cells showed that place fields consistently shifted
in the direction of the cue card after a 90° CCW cue card rotation
(Fig. 7), although the place fields tended to under-rotate slightly
(mean place field shift, 81.0 
 14.0°).

Thirty-three theta cells were recorded from six chinchillas that
did not have their canals plugged at the time of recording. Theta
cells also resembled those seen in the rat hippocampus with high
mean firing rates (22.8 
 2.5 spikes/s) that were modulated by
linear head velocity (Pearson’s r � 0.309 
 0.034) and low spatial
information (spatial information content, 0.229 
 0.045; spatial
coherence, 0.290 
 0.036). Examination of the autocorrelograms
for these cells identified the majority (23 of 33) as phasic (pha-
sic�, 14; phasic, 5; phasic�, 4) (Fig. 8a) and the remainder (10 of
33) as tonic (Colom and Bland, 1987).

No activity resembling location-
specific firing was observed in any animals
after canal plugging. If place field loca-
tions were as unstable within a session as
the preferred firing directions of bursty
cells, such cells would have had no dis-
cernible behavioral correlate by direct ob-
servation and could therefore have been
easily overlooked. Alternatively, because
at least one HD cell was recorded before ca-
nal plugging in 10 of 11 canal-plugged ani-
mals, a minimum of one electrode in the
bundle must have been situated in the ADN.
Given that the electrode wires were straight
cut to the same approximate length, it is
therefore likely that most electrodes were al-
ready ventral to the hippocampus at the
time of the canal-plugging surgery, and this
could potentially account for the absence of
place cell recordings after plugging.

In contrast, 22 theta cells were identified in three canal-
plugged chinchillas. Compared with pre-plugged theta cells,
post-plugged theta cells (excluding theta-off cells) showed signif-
icantly lower mean firing rates (15.18 
 1.83; t(50) � 2.38; p �
0.02) and lower spatial coherence (0.163 
 0.032; t(50) � 2.27;
p � 0.03) but no difference in spatial information content

Figure 6. The direction of the animal’s movement strongly predicted the order of cell firing
when pairs of HD or bursty cells were recorded simultaneously (HD, solid black line). a, Two
different episodes are shown for the same pair of cells. During an episode when the animal
made CCW turns (top), cell 1 (dark gray) fired a burst before cell 2 (light gray). In contrast, during
an episode with CW head turns (bottom), cell 1 fired after cell 2. b, Frequency distribution of the
directionality index score for each pair of HD cells (white bars) and bursty cells (gray bars)
recorded. Although the majority of cell pairs had the maximum directionality index value for
both HD and bursty cells (1.0), a wider range of values were present in bursty pairs, indicating
less reliability in the relationship between the animal’s turning direction and the order of cell
firing in the pair.

Figure 7. Representative example of place cell firing from an intact chinchilla in the cylinder over three 8 min sessions that
included a 90° CCW rotation of the cue card (rotation) conducted in between two baseline control sessions (standard 1 and standard
2, respectively). Place cells showed place field shifts in concert with rotation of the cue card (white arc) and demonstrated firing
properties comparable with that seen in the rat hippocampus. White pixels indicate locations that the animal did not visit, yellow
pixels represent locations visited but the cell did not fire, and other pixels are shown in color according to their firing rate (in
ascending order: orange, lowest firing rate; red, green, blue, and black, highest firing rate). Each firing rate range/color assignment
contained 0.8 times the total pixels of the lower firing rate range/color (Muller et al., 1987).
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(0.405 
 0.142; t(50) � �1.49; p � 0.15) or modulation by linear
head velocity (Pearson’s r � 0.247 
 0.039; t(50) � 1.39; p �
0.17). Of the 22 post-plugged theta cells, 13 of 22 were phasic
(phasic�, 5; phasic, 3; phasic�, 5) (Fig. 8b) and 9 of 22 tonic
(including the only two tonic theta-off cells recorded in any ani-
mals). It is noteworthy that no theta cells were recorded in elec-
trode channels in which HD cells (before plugging) or bursty cells
(after plugging) had been identified previously. This finding sug-
gests that these theta cells were likely to have been recorded from
the hippocampus (although some ADN cells do show tonic theta-
related firing in the anesthetized rat) (Vertes et al., 2001). In sum-
mary, these results suggest that an intact vestibular system is not
necessary for theta-related neuronal activity in the hippocampus.

Movement analyses
Analysis of the animals’ movements showed no differences in total
cumulative movement between sessions in which HD cells were
recorded (mean cumulative movement, 3899.87 
 445.93 cm)
and sessions in which bursty cells were recorded (5038.10 

522.21 cm; t(70) � �1.44; p � 0.15). There was also no difference
in the mean linear velocities during recording sessions of the two
cell types (HD cells, 8.00 
 4.77 cm/s; bursty cells, 10.53 
 7.50
cm/s; t(70) � �1.53; p � 0.13), although there was more variation
during recordings of bursty than HD cells (mean SD for move-
ment velocity: HD cells, 10.27 
 0.45 cm/s; bursty cells, 12.87 

0.85 cm/s; t(70) � �2.69; p � 0.01). Comparison of frequency
histograms for AHV samples during sessions from control and
canal-plugged animals show very similarly shaped distributions
(Fig. 9). Because HD cells were only observed in control/pre-
plugged animals and bursty cells were only seen in canal-plugged
animals, the movement analysis data demonstrate that, although
canal plugging could result in some alterations in movement be-
havior that would increase variability (e.g., occasional rapid, tight
circling) (supplemental Video 2, available at www.jneurosci.org

as supplemental material), overall movement behavior was com-
parable between the two groups.

Discussion
Single-unit recordings from intact, freely moving chinchillas
identified HD cells in the ADN, and place cells and theta cells in
the hippocampus with firing properties similar to those seen in
the rat and other mammalian species (Taube, 2007). The com-
mon importance of accurate navigation for survival across these
species may explain the conservation of these spatial signals.

Bursty cells are disrupted HD cells
HD cells were not observed in chinchillas after bilateral semicir-
cular canal occlusion. A large number of cells, however, appeared
to generate “bursty” activity: Gaussian burst firing patterns sim-
ilar to those of a normal HD cell passing through its preferred
firing direction. The critical difference was that these bursty cells
showed no fixed preferred firing direction and instead fired
bursts when the animal faced random directions throughout the
recording session. Although bursty cell firing sounded similar to
HD cells, the lack of correlation with the animal’s head direction
made it difficult to conclude that they were truly HD cells with
disrupted firing properties. However, strong support for this
view comes from four observations. First, in sessions in which
two bursty cells were recorded simultaneously, the temporal or-
der in which the two bursty cells fired was contingent on the
animal’s direction of rotation. Second, burst duration was depen-
dent on the animal’s movement velocity, with faster rotations
resulting in shorter-duration bursts. It is notable that both of
these properties are observed in normal HD cells as the animal
passes through the preferred firing direction of the cell. Third, the
percentage of spikes that occurred during bursts and the percent-

Figure 8. Autocorrelograms from theta cells recorded in an intact and canal-plugged chin-
chilla. a, Phasic (phasic�) theta cell recorded from a control chinchilla. b, Phasic (phasic�)
theta cell recorded from a canal-plugged chinchilla after plugging.

Figure 9. Mean frequency histograms of clockwise (negative) and counterclockwise (posi-
tive) AHVs from all recording sessions of HD cells (a) and bursty cells (b). Data from each session
was normalized to the maximum AHV bin of the session, which was 0°/s in all sessions. Note the
overall similarity in the shapes of the two distributions, although animals tended to spend a
slightly greater proportion of time at faster AHVs (i.e., �300°/s) during recording of bursty cells
than HD cells. Error bars are SEM.
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age of samples that contained bursts were
similar between bursty cells and HD cells.
Fourth, the ISI analyses indicated that the
coefficient of variation for cell firing was
very similar between HD cells and bursty
cells.

Previous studies have shown that in-
tact vestibular input is critical for the nor-
mal activity of HD cells in the ADN
(Stackman and Taube, 1997) and post-
subiculum (Stackman et al., 2002) of the
rat. Although both studies reported the
absence of normal HD cells, Stackman
and Taube also reported the presence of
novel bursty cells in the ADN after bilat-
eral intratympanic injection of sodium
arsanilate, which permanently destroys
the hair cells throughout the labyrinth
(Anniko and Wersäll, 1977). These bursty
cells exhibited firing patterns similar to
the bursty cells reported here, in which
bursts of firing occurred at seemingly ran-
dom directions and were not the result of
a gradual drift in the preferred firing di-
rection of the cell during a session. There-
fore, it is reasonable to consider that
bursty cells seen after labyrinthectomy in the rat and bursty cells
seen in the chinchilla after semicircular canal occlusion are the
same phenomenon. For example, examination of the firing
rate � HD � time plot of a representative bursty cell from Stack-
man and Taube (Fig. 10a) shows striking similarities to the firing
patterns displayed by bursty cells in the chinchilla (Fig. 10b).

One important difference exists, however, in the putative or-
igin of bursty cells in these two reports. Stackman and Taube
(1997) recorded from the same HD cells before lesioning and up
to 96 h after lesioning and found that the HD cells before lesion
never displayed any direction-specific firing after lesion and, im-
portantly, never displayed a bursty firing pattern up to 96 h after
lesion, although the mean firing rate never changed from before
to after lesion. In contrast to our conclusions, however, this led
Stackman and Taube to conclude that their bursty cells were not
HD cells with altered firing properties attributable to the vestib-
ular lesion. One possible explanation for this apparent difference
is the amount of time that elapsed between the vestibular lesion
and cell recording. In the chinchilla, single-unit recording did not
begin until at least 1 week and, more commonly, at least 2 weeks,
after canal plugging because of the major disruption in the ani-
mal’s behavior. In the rat, however, single-unit recording began
as early as 1 h after lesion, and any prelesion to postlesion changes
in a cell were monitored out to only 96 h after lesion. Therefore, it
is possible that the time course of vestibular compensatory mecha-
nisms is responsible for the differences observed. After labyrinthec-
tomy, tonic firing in secondary vestibular neurons returns to 50%
of baseline after 24 h, and tonic activity returns to prelesion levels
after 1 week (Ris and Godaux, 1998). In contrast, canal plugging
does not abolish spontaneous afferent activity at any stage (Bar-
mack, 1988). Thus, Stackman and Taube recorded their initial
cells after lesion during a period of depressed tonic firing in neu-
rons within the vestibular nuclei. It may, therefore, only be on the
return of prelesion tonic vestibular firing that HD cells become
bursty. This view is supported by the fact that 11 of the 27 bursty
cells in the study by Stackman and Taube were recorded on a
single electrode wire that had earlier recorded an HD cell and

therefore must have been recorded later than 96 h after lesion, by
which time some tonic vestibular firing may have recovered.

In additional support of this view, Yoder and Taube (2009)
recently demonstrated the presence of bursty cells in the ADN of
otoconia deficient tilted mice with similar properties to bursty
cells in the present study, including unstable directional firing
and the directional-dependent firing order of simultaneously re-
corded cell pairs. One critical difference, however, was that some
normal HD cells were also observed in tilted mice (albeit at a
lower proportion than in wild-type mice), whereas no HD cells
were seen after semicircular canal occlusion in the present study.
This finding demonstrates that, although both semicircular canal
and otolith signals contribute significantly to normal HD cell
function (and are perhaps integrated in the cerebellum) (Yakusheva
et al., 2007), only an intact semicircular canal input may be necessary
for maintenance of a stable HD cell signal.

Occluded semicircular canal dynamics and bursty cells
Canal plugging typically creates a frequency-selective deficit of
semicircular canal function (Lasker et al., 1999). For example,
although yaw rotations slower than 0.1 Hz (36°/s) generate no
discernable horizontal VOR as long as 10 months after plugging
the lateral canals in the monkey, after 5 months of recovery, an
attenuated horizontal VOR (0.4 – 0.5 gain) persists for oscilla-
tions at 1.1 Hz (396°/s) (Angelaki et al., 1996). Single-unit record-
ings from vestibular afferents of canal-plugged animals show a
similar high-pass characteristic, with little discernible response to
slow, low-frequency head rotations, but responses approaching
normal levels during faster, high-frequency head rotations (Rabbitt
et al., 2001). This finding is consistent with the larger VOR
gains we observed at higher frequencies. In the present study,
canal-plugged animals would sometimes spin around in fast,
tight rotations that would last several seconds, during which
residual labyrinthine sensitivity to head movement might be
expected to provide some residual input to bursty cells. Corre-
spondingly, it appears some information concerning the animal’s
movement velocity is able to affect the HD cell system after canal
plugging, given the relationship between burst duration and

Figure 10. a, An example of a bursty cell from Stackman and Taube (1997). A number of cells with burst firing characteristics
such as the cell shown were observed in rats after neurotoxic lesions of the vestibular labyrinth. Left, Despite several gaps in the HD
plot attributable to non-detects of the LEDs during tracking, the burst firing of the cell was clearly unrelated to the animal’s HD.
b, An example of a bursty cell from a canal-plugged chinchilla. Left, Note the similarity in firing pattern to the bursty cell in a despite
differences in movement behavior in the two animals. Of particular note, both cells show Gaussian-shaped burst firing that
resembles that seen in intact animals as they pass completely through the preferred firing direction of an HD cell. Right, Corre-
sponding firing rate versus HD functions for the cell shown at left based on the 8 min recording session. The plots show no consistent
relationship between firing and HD for either cell.
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AHV, and the finding that the temporal order of firing in simul-
taneously recorded cells depended on the direction of the ani-
mal’s movement. The remaining velocity sensitivity is likely
attributed to proprioceptive and/or motor efference signals that
remain available after the canal occlusions or, alternatively, from
residual canal signals at higher frequencies. It is important to
note, however, that prolonged instances of burst firing occasion-
ally occurred while the animal was stationary for long periods
(Fig. 4d). Thus, the source of sensory input that initiates burst
activity did not rely on the animal’s movement and was therefore
unable to be solely the result of a residual semicircular canal
signal. One possible explanation for these prolonged bursts while
the animal was stationary is that they represent a slow drifting of
the HD cell network because of an abnormally persistent or de-
layed input from a movement period that preceded the stationary
episode. Finally, although canal plugging should not directly alter
sensory input from otolith end organs encoding linear accelera-
tions, all inner ear surgery carries a risk of otolith dysfunction
(Tang et al., 2009). The demonstrated frequency-dependent def-
icit in VOR gain, however, argues against the complete ablation
of labyrinth afferent activity.

Bursty cells and disorientation
Does this potentially unstable HD cell firing indicate that the
canal plugged animal is disoriented? Previous data have shown
that HD cells lose their direction-specific firing and become qui-
escent or fire tonically when the rat is blindfolded and rotated
rapidly (�240°/s) on a turntable for 2 min (Steven and Taube,
2002), a manipulation that would in theory disorient them. In no
instances after the animal had experienced several revolutions,
however, did HD cells exhibit burst firing as seen in canal-
plugged chinchillas. This result implies that HD cells fire in a
different manner when the animal is disoriented than when the
semicircular canals are occluded. It is also noteworthy that, de-
spite the ability of allothetic cues to control the firing of HD cells
under normal conditions (Taube et al., 1990a), the presence of a
stable cue card in the cylinder was insufficient to allow stable HD
cell activity in canal-plugged animals. A possible explanation for
this result is the reduced ability of allothetic cues to control HD
cell firing after repeated periods of disorientation (Knierim et al.,
1995). However, Stackman and Herbert (2002) showed that rats
with vestibular labyrinthectomies can acquire a simple naviga-
tion task in fewer trials than controls if provided with a stable
visual cue, suggesting that animals with vestibular lesions are not
necessarily disoriented. Together, these results suggest that the
burst firing seen in the canal-plugged chinchillas is not the result
of disorientation experienced by the animal. Alternatively, the
absence of cue control is consistent with the suggestion that the
navigation system consisting of place and HD cells forms spatial
representations based on intrinsic self-motion information, with
subsequent experience-dependent integration of external cues
(McNaughton et al., 1996). Unstable head direction cell activity
caused by vestibular dysfunction might render the animal unable
to form an initial, stable spatial representation based on idiothetic
information and, therefore, a subsequent inability to integrate
external cues.

Implications for attractor network models of HD cells
One prominent model currently used to represent the dynamics
of the HD cell system is the attractor network (Redish et al., 1996;
Skaggs et al., 1995; Zhang, 1996; Sharp et al., 2001a; van der Meer
et al., 2007; Song and Wang, 2005). This model uses a ring of HD
cells in which each HD cell has a different preferred firing direc-

tion, and excitatory and inhibitory connections to other HD cells
with similar and different preferred firing directions, respec-
tively. As a result of this architecture, a “hill” of excitation will
form in the network that corresponds to the animal’s current HD.
Inputs from allothetic (external) and idiothetic (internal) cues
then serve to move the hill around the ring in accordance with the
movement of the animal. Consistent with this model, bursty cells
could result from an activity hill moving around the ring at dif-
ferent rates depending on cues conveying, to some degree, the
movement velocity of the animal. Because of the significantly
attenuated semicircular canal input, however, movement of the
activity hill is no longer in register with changes in the animal’s
HD. This occurrence may be a consequence of changes in semi-
circular canal afferent response gain and/or phase resulting from
canal plugging (Lasker et al., 1999). In addition, the hill may also
move around the ring even when the animal is stationary. This
occurrence results in cell firing that looks like the animal is peri-
odically passing through the preferred firing direction of the HD
cell, but this activity bears no relation to the animal’s actual HD.
Furthermore, some aspects of the HD cell network appear pre-
served in the ADN after canal occlusion. For example, the tem-
poral order of firing in simultaneously recorded cells depended
on the direction of the animal’s movement, just as an attractor
network would predict. Importantly, these results imply that the
semicircular canal input is not necessary for the generation of an
activity hill in the ADN network but rather is critical for the
accurate movement of the activity hill around the network in
concert with changes in the animal’s HD. This view is consistent
with (1) the proposal that the HD signal generator may reside in
the tegmento-mammillary circuitry (Blair et al., 1999) and re-
ceives modulatory idiothetic input from the vestibular system,
and (2) findings that lesions of LMN or DTN abolished, or greatly
reduced, HD-modulated activity in the ADN, respectively, but
failed to produce bursty cells (Bassett et al., 2007).

Place and theta cells
Although it is difficult to conclude that we should have expected
to record hippocampal neurons after plugging given that most of
the electrodes were already ventral to the hippocampus for some
animals at the time of plugging, the absence of place cells in
canal-plugged animals is consistent with previous studies show-
ing a loss of location-related firing in hippocampal complex spike
cells after transient (Stackman et al., 2002) or permanent (Russell
et al., 2003) peripheral vestibular lesions. Also, in accordance with
previous studies that demonstrated preserved theta-modulated fir-
ing and firing rates positively correlated with linear velocity after
labyrinthectomy (Russell et al., 2003, 2006), a proportion of theta
cells from the canal-plugged chinchilla (57%) still showed phasic
discharge, and theta cells overall were significantly modulated by
linear head velocity, suggesting that an intact vestibular system is
not necessary for theta-related neuronal activity to be present in
the hippocampus. Together, these data are consistent with previ-
ous findings that electrical stimulation of the medial vestibular
nucleus in the anesthetized rat consistently evoked firing rate
increases in hippocampal complex spike cells (putative place
cells), whereas a number of non-complex spike cells (putative
theta cells) showed no change in responding (Horii et al., 2004).
The lower firing rates in theta cells from canal-plugged chin-
chillas compared with controls, however, stands in contrast to
Russell et al. (2006), who recorded significantly higher firing
rates after labyrinthectomy.
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Summary
The present study provides evidence that occlusion of the semi-
circular canals abolishes the directional firing of HD cells re-
corded from the ADN of the chinchilla. After canal occlusions,
HD cells begin firing in a bursty manner that resembles an HD
cell passing through its preferred firing direction but in which the
preferred firing direction of the cell is constantly changing. These
results demonstrate the necessity of an intact semicircular canal
input for the maintenance of a stable HD signal.
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